See and Change a Student’s Quiz Attempts

Instructor Training Series
Topics covered in this tutorial:

• How to see and change a student’s quiz attempt in your CDX courses.

Need further instruction?
Visit http://www.cdxauto.com/TrainingLibrary

Need support?
Contact the CDX Support Helpdesk
Email: cdxsupport@partnerinpublishing.com
Phone: 1-844-273-7537
Begin by logging into your account at cdxauto.com and navigating to your CDX home page.

Then, from the navigation on the left, click on the course that contains the assignments you would like to review.

Then, from the navigation on the left, click on the Grades option.
From the Grader Report find and click on the assignment you would like to review.

This will bring you to a page that lists all Student attempts on the assignment and details about that attempt including when they attempted the assignment, when they completed it and what questions they got correct or incorrect.

To review a specific Student’s attempt, find that student in the list, and click on the Review Attempt option below their name.
This will bring you to a page where you can review their attempts for the assignment. If the student has submitted multiple attempts, you can toggle between them by clicking on the attempt you would like to see.

While reviewing their attempts, you will be able to see all of the questions they received, the answers they selected, and any feedback for that question.

Modifying their attempt is done on a question by question basis and there are 2 options for modifying the students’ attempts. The first option is to edit the question itself. This option will be used if you find that the student has selected the correct answer but the question marked it as incorrect.
Finding the correct Choice and setting its Grade Dropdown Menu to 100% will change the question to recognize that choice as the correct answer.

The other option for modifying a students’ attempt is to click on the Make Comment or Override Mark option. This option will bring you to a page where you can leave your own custom feedback or change the amount of points they received for that question regardless of whether they got the question correct or incorrect.